During teleoperation, a human operator often receives only 2 -0 visual feedback from the remote environment. While a variety of kinematic sensors exist on the remote manipulator for control purposes, the information inherent in these signals is rarely extracted and presented to the operator in a useful form. This paper investigates the extraction of such information through the development of an algorithm that estimates the geometric properties of a manipulated object and its environment using the remote robot's sensors and knowledge of the task being performed. The focus of the paper is the development of contact constraint equations parameterized by the desired geometric properties and the automatic segmentation of the data stream according to the set of active contacts. The approach is validated for three-dimensional peg-in-hole insertion using a desktop teleoperator system.
Introduction
In many applications, the concept of providing task specific feedback to the operator during teleoperation is an appealing one, which could both improve the system's performance and its safety. As an example, consider an undersea teleoperation task where the goal is to insert a hydraulic connector into a tight socket. Limited visual feedback renders the timely completion of this task difficult. One solution is to use the data collected during the task to automatically build geometric models of the connector and socket and to use these models to guide the operator to task completion. Additional applications in unstructured environments include interplanetary exploration, toxic waste remediation [ 81 and explosive defusing.
In this paper, we investigate the use of kinematic measurements collected during object manipulation to estimate the geometric properties of those objects. This work builds on our previous results published in [3] and Robert Howe
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Harvard University Cambridge, MA 02138 extends them to three dimensions. Contact states are described using constraint equations parameterized by the geometric properties that we wish to identify.
The paper is laid out as follows. The next section reviews the framework for automatic property estimation first presented in [4]. The following section describes how contact states of 3D objects can be described using sets of parameterized constraint equations. Multiple model estimation based on least squares and correlation coefficients is presented as a means to segment the data stream according to the active contacts. The subsequent section describes an experimental evaluation of this approach using a desktop teleoperator system. A three dimensional peg-in-hole insertion is carried out and the geometrical properties of the peg and hole are estimated. Conclusions are presented in the final section of the paper.
Solution Procedure and Background
To solve the automatic property estimation problem, we employ the solution framework described in [I!]. The overall problem can be solved as a sequence of three interrelated subproblems: task decomposition, data segmentation and property estimation. These three subproblems are formally described in [4] and can be summarized as follows:
1. Task decomposition -The process of resolving a task into a minimal sequence of subtasks described by contact states and their associated properties. Data segmentation -Given a task decomposition and the sensor data stream, find the time intervals corresponding to each subtask.
3.
Propertv estimation -Given the time intervals associated with each subtask, estimate the desired properties.
Prior Work

2.
The automatic nsodcling of remote environments has received limited attention in the literature. A simple multiple model approach to data segmentation and estimation.
These topics are described in the sections below.
Contact Constraints Segmentation and Estimation
Contact states can be easily parameterized by the geometric properties of the manipulated object and its environment. As a simple example, consider a cylindrical object pivoting on a corner (Fig. 1.) In this example, the location of the contact state can be parameterized by the position of the corner and the radius of the object.
FIG. 1.
Example of one point contact state.
In this paper, we assume that the task decomposition problem has been solved and that there is a finite number of contact states that may be active. Each contact state can be expressed using sets of parameterized constraint equations that describe the motion of the contact state in different frames. For example, point contact between the manipulated object and an environment object can be expressed as f, (X," (t>, r,"(t>, 
Here, f, and g, are vector-valued functions of the j I h contact's coordinates written with respect to body frames of the manipulated object, (X,"', qm,Zc"') , and the environment object, (Xl, q c , Z l ) . These functions are related through the kinematic closure equation in which T'"(t) is a homogeneous transform matrix which relates the manipulated object body frame, through the remote manipulator's kinematics, to the remote environment base frame. Similarly, Toc(t) relates the environment object body frame to the remote environment base frame. At any instant, these transform matrices are identical for all active constraints pairs of the form given by (1).
While it is assumed that the remote manipulator's configuration is known, T'"(t) also depends on the possibly unknown grasp configuration of the manipulated object, leading to additional unknowns in T,"(t) . In addition, the base frame location of the environment object may be unknown leading to additional free parameters in Toe(t). If the environment object or the object is not moving or deforming in its associated frame, then matrices Toe and T," are time independent.
FIG. 2. Kinematic closure equation.
In order to create and solve an overdetermined problem, a minimal number of constraint equations are necessary at each time step. In n time steps, the kinematic closure equations (2) introduce 3n equations with 6n+v unknowns. Assuming that the constraint equations will also introduce a finite number q of unknown parameters, the number k of constraint equations must satisfy
Thus, at each time step, four independent constraint equations are needed to solve (2).
Anticipated Motion Constraints
While four constraint equations are needed for pointcontact problems in three dimensions, the contact geometry may provide a lesser number. In these situations, additional constraints could be obtained either by adding sensors or by imposing restrictions on the estimable motion trajectories. The latter approach will be taken here.
The crucial point is that we do not force the operator to follow constrained trajectories. Instead, we select 'anticipated' motions that the operator is likely to produce at some point during the task. Success of data segmentation and property estimation then depends on the operator producing those constrained motions for at least some short time interval during the associated contact states.
Consider, for example, the contact depicted in Fig. 1 .
The geometry provides only three constraint equationsone restricting the contact point to the cylinder's surface and two limiting the contact point to the intersection of two planes. During this contact state, it is likely that the operator may slide the peg across or along the edge for at least a short distance without rotating the cylinder about its axis. With the inclusion of such a constraint, this contact becomes well defined for estimation purposes.
Property Estimation
Equations (1) and (2) introduce time dependent and independent unknowns. If the contacting objects are 3430 rigid solids and the environment changes only due to manipulation, the properties that we want to identify are time independent.
In order to solve for the desired parameters we first need to eliminate the time dependent unknowns by substituting (1) into (2). This step assumes that the set of constraint equations has been chosen such that it allows this substitution. Often, the resulting set of equations can be arranged as an overdetermined set of linear equations Ax = b , where b ( n x l ) and A (nxm)are, respectively, the observation vector and the data matrix. A and b both depend on measurements through the components of T:(t) . It is well known that an ill-conditioned data matrix will lead to poor estimates. To avoid this problem, sufficiently exciting trajectories are necessary as well as carefully selected parameterizations.
Data Segmentation
Segmentation is based on a multiple model estimation approach (Fig. 3.) . First, each contact state is expressed as a set of equations parameterized by the desired properties. Then, total least squares is used inside a moving data window of fixed length to simultaneously estimate the properties associated with each contact model.
FIG. 3. Multiple model .acceptance test.
To decide which contacts are active at each time step, an acceptance test is employed that compares the multiple correlation coefficients associated with each possible contact. This coefficient, defined by R2 in (4), represents the proportion of variation in the vector b that can be explained by changes in the model. The closer R2 is to one, the better the model accounts for the data. Ideally, we want all the variation to be explained.
(i -6)'
In order to test if a contact is active a threshold for R2 must be selected. As a complement to the correlation coefficient, condition number is used to eliminate poorly excited trajectories. Task history and contact incompatibility, as embodied in the assumed task network of contact states, are also used to decide contact activity.
Experiment: 3D Peg-in-Hole Insertion
A tabletop teleoperator system composed of two PHAN-TOM@ haptic devices is used to perform a spatial peg-inhole insertion task. The desired outputs of the problem are the peg length and diameter, and the hole location and its diameter. The inputs consist of the remote manipulator joint angles. Constraint equations for the primary contacts, to be defined below, are also assumed known. A sketch of the system is shown in Fig. 4 . Each device is a 6 degree of freedom manipulator. In order to accomplish the desired task, a gripper is added to the remote manipulator. The operator controls the master by manipulating a stylus attached through a passive spherical wrist.
At each sample time, the forward kinematics is computed such that the position and orientation of the end effector with respect to the base frame is known. The workspace is roughly a box of dimension 19.5 cm x 27 cm x 37.5 cm. Each device can exert a continuous tip force of 1.7 N, and a maximum force of 8.5 N can be achieved.
FIG. 4. Two PHANTOM@ haptic devices used as a teleoperator system.
The controller uses a symmetric proportional control scheme as described in [3] . The control loop rate is approximately 10 kHz.
Contact Constraints
In spatial peg-in-hole insertion, a limited number of onepoint contacts can exist. Due to the symmetry of the peg and hole, four primary contacts can be defined as depicted in Fig. 5 .
In Contact 1, for example, the contact point belongs to the bottom rim of the peg in R, and to a plane in R e .
FIG. 5. One point contact states.
The primary contacts can each be described using equation (1). In addition to these simple contacts, surface and combined one point contacts can occur. Since parameterizations of the primary contacts can be selected to include all of the desired geometric properties, only these contacts will be considered further. The sets of constraint equations for the primary contacts appear in (5)- (8) .
Anticipated Motion Constraints
The geometry of the primary contacts as described by (5) - (8) provides three constraint equations for Contacts 1-3 and four for Contact 4. Since a minimum of four constraints are needed for estimation, the approach described in section 3.1 is employed to generate additional equations for Contacts 1-3. These constraints are based on motions the operator is likely to employ during the assembly task. The following list describes the constrained motions selected for this example. While the choice of motion constraints is not unique, those described here have been found to be well suited to the task.
Contact I -The peg slides on a plane in Re without rotating about its axis. Thus, the contact point is fixed in R, introducing one new constraint equation. Contact 2 -The peg slides, without rotating about its axis, across a fixed point on the rim of the hole.
Thus, the contact point is fixed in Rc and describes a line in R, introducing two new equations.
Contact 3 -The peg slides, without rotating about its axis, along the cylindrical interior of the hole, parallel to the hole's axis. Thus, the contact point is fixed in R, and describes a line Re introducing two new constraint equations.
Constraint Simplification
A major difference between planar and spatial peg-inhole insertion is the introduction of nonlinear constraint equations. These equations cause a problem when we want to insert (1) into (2) in order to obtain a set of linear equations. To avoid this problem, cylindrical coordinates are used to describe the position of the contact point in the object frame. As an example, the mathematical description of Contact 1 is given assuming the contact point is fixed on the peg. To perform the desired task, the axis of the peg and hole must be aligned in space. In our formalism, position and orientation of both axes are given by the transformation matrices Toc and T, " . Each matrix is composed of a three by three rotation submatrix describing the orientation of the object and a three by one vector describing its position. The twelve components of each matrix are functions of only six independent parameters. Among these six parameters, only four are necessary to describe an axis in space, the remaining constants represent the length of the object or the vertical offset of the hole.
The following assumptions are made:
1. qg ( t ) is known.
3. 4.
Toe and T," are time independent.
The grasping configuration of the object is known. The orientation of the hole is known.
T, " and Toe are created using, respectively, assumptions 2,3 and 4. Equation (10) can be reformulated as follows.
Finally, the constraint equations (5-8) are modified using the technique leading to (9) and inserted into (1 1).
For each contact state, the results lead to a set of overdetermined set of linear equations, b = Ax . For contacts 1, 2 and 3 of Fig. 5 , these equations are given by (12), (13) and (14), respectively. Contact 4 is not likely to occur during an insertion, and as a result, it is not considered. 
Estimation
From (12)-(14), notice first that Contact 1 allows us to identify all of the parameters except those associated with the hole's axis. Secondly, notice that some parameters can be estimated in more than one contact state. Due to issues of numerical conditioning, however, it is often true that the quality of the estimates can vary considerably between contact states. One strategy for obtaining the best estimates employs a two-pass process. During the first pass, the entire data stream is segmented by contact state. For those parameters tied to multiple contact states, the estimates associated with the best-conditioned contact state are selected. These estimates are then utilized in estimating the remaining parameters.
Before testing this strategy for a complete insertion task, we first want to investigate the quality of the estimates obtainable from ( Fig. 8 depicts the anticipated sequence of contact states associated with the insertion task. First, the peg is slid toward the hole on the planar surface (Contact 1). As the peg enters the hole, it first pivots on the rim of the hole (Contact 2) and typically maintains this contact until the other side of the hole is reached. It then stays in double contact with the rim and the inside of the hole (Contacts 2,3) until the peg is inserted far enough that the task can be easily completed. To test (13) and (14), three experimental trials of the double contact 2,3 were conducted. The estimates obtained from (12) are assumed known at this point and H,, H, are estimated. Points described by these two coordinates belong to the rim of the hole in the fixed frame. To obtain estimates of the hole's center and radius, a circle is fit through these points [7] . Fig. 7 shows the results for three different trials. Note that each of the two contacts yields its own estimate of H,, H, for each trial. 
Segmentation and Estimation
The next series of results shows the automatic identification procedure applied to a spatial peg-in-hole insertion.
As a mean of testing the automatic segmentation algorithm, the operator presses a switch during the task at each change of contact state. Orientation, position, and velocity of the robot's tip are recorded at a rate of 50Hz.
FIG. 8. Task decomposition function of the different contact states.
To estimate the desired peg and hole properties, it is necessary at a minimum to segment the data stream for these three contact states (1,2,23). Segmentation is performed using multiple model estimation on a 30-point moving data window. Contacts are accepted as active when R2 2 0.99.
In Fig. 9 , automatic segmentation is compared with manual segmentation as performed by the operator. Note that each contact has been correctly detected. For this experiment, the clearance ratio of the hole was chosen to be large to facilitate manual segmentation. Automatic segmentation of smaller clearance ratios has also been performed successfully. Finally, the properties associated with Contacts 2,3 are estimated using the parameter values obtained from Contact 1. Equations (13) and (14) are used to find coordinates of points on the rim of the hole. A circle is fit through these points as shown in Fig. 11 to yield the hole's center coordinates and radius. 
Conclusions
A simple method was presented for automatically estimating the geometric properties of manipulated objects and their environment during teleoperation. The approach relies on segmenting the kinematic data from the remote manipulator according to the active contacts between a manipulated object and its environment. A sufficient number of contact constraints for estimation were obtained by supplementing the geometric constraints with motion constraints based on anticipated motions of the operator. A tabletop teleoperator system was used to substantiate the approach.
While not pursued here, it is clear how such an approach could be extended to include both additional inputs (sensors) and outputs (object properties). Force data, for example, would allow the estimation of friction properties. For the peg insertion problem, the combination of geometric and friction properties would be sufficient to generate, using an assembly planner, on-line instructions for the operator so as to avoid jamming and wedging.
